Introduction
Tarafa occupies an honored place within the Arabic tradition. Jarir placed him first among the early poets while Labid and al-Akhtal put him second.
But his Mucallaqa, especially prized by Arab poets and critics, has been less of a favorite in the West. Camel imagery dominates not only the famous naqa scene but the rest of the ode as well, imagery that epitomizes the difficulty of translating bedouin culture into a modern language.
My goal is a translation that is natural, idiomatic, and poetic. Translation presupposes interpretation.
It involves continual compensatory moves dependent upon interpretation. The translation that follows seeks to present a Mucallaqa of Tarafa which, despite the cultural distance between its world and ours, is commensurate with our poetic concerns and poetic values.
The poem opens with the appearance of the atlal, the ruins of the beloved's campsite. The ruins "appear" (läbat) in the sense of the word still retained in the nominal form "apparition. "
They flicker and fade, hovering between reality and illusion. The second verse pictures the hero beneath the riding camels. From the direction of their looming shapes comes the command of the poet's companions to be hard, to endure. The image and the command are interconnected. Endurance will be expressed and ramified throughout the poem in a complex camel symbolism. This ode might be called the camel ode par excellence. From the initial image in verse two through the great naqa section, from the dispute over the lost pack camels to the final dispute over the slaughter of a näqa, symbolic presentations of the camel are the vehicle through which the poetic voice achieves its power and edge. Between the apparition of the atlal and the command spoken out over the form of the camel, the poetic persona of Tarafa is formed. If the camel sections are thought of as primarily descriptive, the modern reader is justified in asking how commensurate an extended camel description, however rich, might be to our poetic idiom. I have attempted to "bring across" two elements that lie beneath the descriptive surface of the poem: symbolic resonance and semantic overflow.2 2 1 A. J. Arberry, The Seven Odes (London and New York, 1957) type. In the extended metaphor or simile the poetic voice overruns the original descriptive logic to reveal the deeper symbol. In the tension between the imaging power of the initial metaphor or simile, and the resonance of archetypal associations underlying it, meaning overflows. The naqa section is composed of a dense series of similes or imagistic flashes that are never merely descriptive.
The naqa's eyes, for example, are compared to the eyes of a "frightened doe oryx with fawn." As an inverse simile (like Homer's comparison of war clamor to falling snow) it is exquisite. The effect is due to the interrelation of its descriptive surface to the deeper symbolic polarity between the endurance and elemental immutability associated with the camel, and the grace and vulnerability associated with the oryx. In Tarafa's ode the first side of the polarity is developed through similes (to the bridge, anvil, fortress, rock), while the second side is alluded to through the symbolic resonance. By contrast, 3 Verses 48 of Imru al-Qays, 50 of Antara, and 10 of Labid in Anb�r�'s recension of the Muallaq�t.
Labid's MuCallaqa develops the oryx-vulnerability side in an extended tableau, bringing in the opposite side through allusion. The same symbolic correspondences underlie each ode, but the poetic voice can overflow into different channels.
The powerful symbolic resonance generated by the näqa scene supplies a highly charged context to Tarafa's dispute with his brother and cousin (Ma?bad and Mdlik) over lost pack camels and the later dispute with an old man, perhaps his father, over the illicitly slaughtered naqa. The later incident also draws on the naqa's symbolic association with the self of the poet-hero, an association reflected in the pre-Islamic custom of tying the naqa to the grave of the dead hero. The energy this association adds to the ode can be seen by comparing the naqa-slaughter scenes in the MuCallaqät of Labid and Tarafa. Labid slaughters his own naqa and distributes it to the clan and its dependents, a symbolic, never explicit, self-sacrifice.
At this moment the hero's individual boast is subsumed into a collective, tribal boast. Tarafa sacrifices another's ndqa. This sacrifice-gone-wrong leads to the opposite result, the splitting of both psyche and community into mutually hostile voices, an enraged "old stick of a man" taking over the function of the previous blamers (the cädhilät or "scolds", Macbad, and Mdlik), and a raging poet. In each case the slaughter of the naqa brings the emotional and symbolic force of the ode to a crescendo. But that crescendo yields contrasting conclusions.
Tarafa's ode ends not with the integration of the poet into the community, but with a vague, repeated threat, the poet just short of the irrevocable break with the tribe we find in the Su?luk poetry of Shanfara. There my friends halted tall camels over me, saying: don't lose yourself in grief, man: endure! As if, yesterday, the howdas of a Milikite were a ship, free-floating, in the wide wadi beds of Didi,
The ship of an 'Adawliyyan or the Yemenite, the mate tacking at times then bringing her around, She cleaves the rippled waves, bow breast submerged, like the hand of a child at play, scooping through the soft soil.
Among the tribe is a gazelle, a wine-dark yearling, shaking down the Arak berries and draped, string on string, with chrysolite and pearl.
She lags. From a dune thicket she watches the herd. She pulls at the Arak branches until they clothe her.
From a deep red mouth she smiles, a camomile blossom , dew-moistened breaking through a crest of pure sand, As if the sun had loosed its robe upon her face, glowing, washed in light, smooth.
The Naqa And I, I ride off care when it assails me, on a travel-honed mare, moving by evening, and by dawn, Solid as a coffin's planks, as I drive her on down a track pared out like the stripe on a B6rjad cloak.
She vies with thoroughbred camels, fleet-footed, thigh-to-thigh down the beaten track. On the twin heights she pastures among the dry-of-udders, grazing meadow hollows, lush after a second rain.
She starts at the driver's cry, warding off fears of a muck-matted bay stallion with her bristly tail, If you wish, her head rises beyond the saddle frame, and she swims with her forearms like a speeding ostrich.
Journey and Boast
On one like that I set out when a friend says: that you and I could be each other's ransom! '
When a man's soul flies to his throat in fear, and he imagines impending ruin, though no one stalks his evening journey, waiting.
When the tribe seeks a young man .
that's fearless, I think it's me they mean. I don't hang back and I don't stand stupid, gaping.
When I snap the rough-fringed whip she bursts forward, vapours smoldering over the kindled rock terrain.
She struts in elegant ease like a slave-born courtesan before her lord, parading her white, single-spun, pleated train.
I don't skulk the high-backed wadi slopes in fear. When men ask for help I give it.
Seek me in the tribe's council ring, you'll find me. Track me among the vintner's shacks you'll find me there,
Where the faces of drinking fellows blaze like stars, and evening brings among us a singing girl in a bodice and saffron scented gown, Her neckline opening wide, fine to the drinker's touch, her naked skin tender.
When we say let us hear a song she breaks into one at easewith a delicate glance and without strain, playing.
When she sings I seem to hear .
the oryx doe's echoing refrain for a lost, spring-born stray.
So I go on drinking, chasing pleasure, selling off acquisitions, selling inheritance, squandering, Until shunned by all my father's tribe and set apart like a mange stricken camel smeared with tar.
Yet I see the sons of dust will not deny me, not the tent people under their widespreading flaps of hide.
Nay! You who blame me for joining the clamorous roar of battle, and attending pleasures, will you make me immortal?
If you can't ward off my fate then leave me run it down by spending all that I have. How many a gambling arrow, yellow, fire-blackened-I listened to it cracklinghave I trusted to the shuffler's hand.
There will come to you news of one you didn't provide for, for whom you never fixed a date for meeting.
The days will reveal to you what you didn't know before. The one you refused provision will bring you word.
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